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the first choice in creating dynamic office environments

SYMBIO™ MOVABLE WALLS

ARCHITECTURE/slim-line glazed façades

The New York City offices of an international bank
achieve a sense of openness and light which allows the
magnificent views to be enjoyed
throughout the space. This project
utilizes sliding rift-cut white oak
veneer doors with architectural
door pulls. Full height glazed
panels with an applied film detail
are installed on a slender-profile
aluminum track to eliminate the
need for base trim.
SYMBIO™ – a response to the
elements that shape design.

ARCHITECTURE/butt-glazed façades

The offices of a large international
foundation. The project features clear
butt-glazed panels, 4” aluminum base trim
and hinged full-height wood veneer doors.
The door finish is quartered maple to
match the furniture finish. The base trim
and aluminum finish is “AC” Anodized
Clear. Wide aluminum spacers are used
at the end of GWB office dividing walls.
The standard cylindrical locksets and the
door hooks in satin chrome finish were
chosen by the customer. Many hardware
options are available.
SYMBIO™ – a evolution in movable walls.

ARCHITECTURE/door & panel options

he offices of a mid-size design firm. The project features wood veneer
doors and panel inserts in Light Brown Walnut, and both clear and acidetched glazing. Also featured
are several door types - including
a frameless glass hinged door,
a sliding aluminum and glass
door, and a narrow-stile hinged
aluminum and glass door. Some
panels are covered in a writable
dry-erase finish. Architectural
electrical devices are installed
in SYMBIO™ Connectors at
convenient locations.

Our Company
Environamics Incorporated is an interior specialty contracting company
that also fabricates and installs floor to ceiling movable partition systems.
Environamics Inc. was founded in 1980 and is owned /managed by individuals
thoroughly involved in its day-to-day operations. Charlotte, North Carolina is
the headquarters for our company; all accounting/fabricating functions take
place here. Branch offices are located in Raleigh, North Carolina, and in
Lorton, Virginia. Our northern Virginia office has concentrated its business
activities on furnishing and installing movable partition systems; and interior
upfitting of many of our government buildings in the Washington, D.C. area,
i.e. DOT, FCC, FAA, etc. In addition, our market managers are available
to service clients throughout other regions and international locations.

Our Commitment to Sustainability
Environamics, Inc. is committed to doing our part in maintaining and
improving the quality of the natural environment for all future generations
to share and enjoy through the implementation of sustainable design and
manufacturing processes. The original Gypsum Wall movable system was
eco friendly before ‘green’ building became popular. The ability to relocate
entire walls and reconfigure office space creates a tremendous value to
environmentally conscious customers who are also concerned about return on
their investment of capital (ROI) for their facilities. Many improvements such
as utilizing low VOC (volatile organic compound) adhesives and materials
have been incorporated over the years. New product and product lines
have been developed with the environment in mind. Recyclability of product
that has reached its useful life has always been an advantage of all the wall
systems we manufacture. There are many benefits in choosing SYMBIO™
over conventional construction including potential LEED certification points.
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